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Jeep (2018-Current) Installation Instructions 

1. For easier installation place bearing/cup assemblies in freezer overnight. This will 

contract the material slightly to require less force when pressing in.  

2. After removing stock balljoints from inner C, use balljoint press to install each cup 

assembly. (Tip: If the cup appears to be starting unevenly, rotate the press to the high 

side of the cup and continue installation.) The upper is installed from the top, the lower 

from the bottom. DO NOT press on the bearings to install, all pressure should be applied 

to the cups. Lowers will have a large spacer on the assembly so they’re easy to tell 

apart. DO NOT mix/match the bearing assemblies or bolts between uppers and lowers, 

they are not the same!  

3. Once each joint assembly is in the proper location start with the LOWER first by placing 

the spacer in between the inner C and the outer knuckle. Slide the seals and the shim 

over the lower bolt and then slide/tap the flanged head both through the bearing 

assembly, the spacer, and out the bottom of the outer knuckle. You may have to tap the 

bolt to get it to exit the bottom of the knuckle. Make sure the seal and shim are properly 

placed in the cup to avoid pinching a seal when tightening. 

4. Torque the lower locknut to 45ft/lbs initially. 

5. Repeat this process for the upper assembly by sliding the bolt in from the top and 

torque it to 45ft/lbs. You will use the stock camber bushing here. 

6. SAFELY lower the vehicle until its full weight is on the outer knuckle 

7. Go back to the lower assembly and torque lower 9/16” nylock nuts in increments of 10 

ft/lbs rotating the knuckle after each sequence. The final torque specs should be 

65ft/lbs.  

8. Mark the end of each nut and each bolt with paint pen in order to easily see if any 
loosening is occurring. Marking the nut/knuckle will give a false indication of loosening 
and will result in over-torqued hardware. DO NOT torque hardware over what is stated 
in the instructions, doing so could result in the assemblies being too tight which will 
increase steering effort or lead to failure. Re-check torque after 100 miles.  
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